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Pharmaceutical and biotech experts of Körber Group 
present joint portfolio in 24/7 online virtual showroom  
 
Hamburg, September 11, 2020 - One of the leading solution providers for the 
pharmaceutical and biotech industry is bundling its competencies and presenting 
itself on the market with immediate effect under the Körber brand. This means: 
Medipak Systems becomes Körber. The new market presence is going to be 
celebrated with a virtual showroom, where customers from all over the world will be 
able to learn more about Körber‘s growing portfolio in Pharma. 
 
"By bundling our competencies under the Körber brand, our customers will benefit even more 
from our concentrated know-how, while our proven quality, contracts and personal contacts 
will remain the same," emphasizes Jörn Gossé, CEO Körber Pharma.  
 
The Business Area Pharma (previously Körber Medipak Systems) of the international 
technology group Körber includes the companies Dividella, Fargo Automation, Mediseal, 
Rondo, Seidenader Maschinenbau, Systec & Services, Traxeed and Werum IT Solutions. 
Together the companies offer their customers worldwide a unique combination of software 
and hardware as well as integrated solutions along the entire pharmaceutical value chain. In 
the future, the pharmaceutical and biotech experts of the Körber Group will present their 
profound experience spanning consulting, inspection, handling, packaging machines and 
materials, track and trace and software. The start of the new market presence is going to be 
celebrated by the launch of a virtual showroom in September.  
 
Experiencing innovations in the virtual showroom of Körber Pharma 
 
"With our virtual showroom, we want to provide our customers with 24/7 access to the latest 
information on all products, services and innovations offered by Körber Pharma, even without 
a physical visit to a trade show", explains Christian Gamperl, Director Marketing Körber 
Pharma. The customer value is clearly visible for each product and solution at 
https://koerber-pharma-showroom.netlify.app/en. Additionally, with simply one click, users 
are able to make an appointment for a personal exchange with one of the Körber Pharma 
experts. The virtual exhibition is currently available in English, but a Chinese version will 
soon be available as well. 
 
"With more than 125 years of experience in the highly regulated pharmaceutical industry, we 
truly understand the process and regulation challenges our customers face day to day, from 
the beginning to the end of their production" states CEO Jörn Gossé. "That is why we offer 
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integrated solutions that reduce complexity in pharmaceutical production while increasing 
process efficiency. This is exactly what our customers experience in our virtual showroom.“ 
 
The aim is for customers from the pharmaceutical and biotech industries to be able to 
concentrate fully on their core business and use the solutions of Körber's Business Area 
Pharma to unlock the full potential of their production.  
 
About Dividella Solutions at Körber Pharma Packaging 
Körber Pharma Packaging offers….  
Dividella Solution describes a highly distinctive modular and integrated approach to 
secondary packaging for the pharmaceutical industry based on specific expertise in 
integrated and monomaterial solutions and of the packaging requirements for parenteral 
products. Patented Dividella NeoTOP top-loading and NeoTRAY feeding systems form the 
basis for solutions that have continually evolved to provide the most up-to-date, patient-
friendly and environmentally responsible solutions for parenteral packaging. 
Dividella provides complete secondary packaging solutions for medicinal products that can 
be difficult to stack, such as needles, injector pens, vials and syringes. Its top-loading 
solution enables product handling with extreme care and safety. The companies patented 
feeding systems guarantee that all products are handled with appropriate care while 
maintaining high output. 
The Dividella AG has a proven record of accomplishment in highly innovative and effective 
solutions for secure and flexible handling and packaging of pharmaceutical products 
spanning more than four decades.  
Based in Grabs in the Canton of St. Gallen in eastern Switzerland, the company serves 20 of 
the world’s largest pharmaceutical companies among its clients, including the top ten. 
 
About Körber’s Business Area Pharma 
At Körber Pharma, we deliver the difference along the entire pharmaceutical value chain by 
offering a unique portfolio of integrated solutions. Based on in-depth experience spanning 
consulting, inspection, transport systems, packaging machines and materials, track and trace 
and software, we understand the challenges in pharmaceutical processes and regulation that 
our customers face day to day, from the beginning to the end of their production. For them, 
we deliver the difference to unlock the potential of global pharmaceutical and biotech 
manufacturing: www.koerber-pharma.com 
  
About Körber  
We are Körber - an international technology group with about 10,000 employees, more than 
100 locations worldwide and a common goal: We turn entrepreneurial thinking into customer 
success and shape technological change. In our five Business Areas Digital, Pharma, Supply 
Chain, Tissue and Tobacco, we offer products, solutions and services that inspire. We 
respond quickly to customer needs, we implement ideas seamlessly, and our innovations 
create added value for our customers. We are increasingly building on ecosystems that solve 
the challenges of today and tomorrow. Körber AG is the holding company of the Körber 
Group: www.koerber.com 
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Marta Berger -  Marketing Communications Manager 

Dividella AG, a Körber Group company 

Werdenstrasse 76, 9472 Grabs Switzerland 

Tel: +41 (0) 81 750 3387 

Email:m.berger@dividella.ch 
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